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Abstract
This paper discusses volumetric deformable models for modeling human body parts and organs in surgery
simulation systems. These models are built using finite element models for linear elastic materials. To
achieve real-time response condensation has been applied to the system stiffness matrix, and selective
matrix vector multiplication has been used to minimize the computational cost.
1 Introduction
Surgery simulation technology differs from traditional computer graphics by the fact that the user touch
and interact with objects, ie. organs or other human tissue, in the rendered scene. Because the nature of
the interaction rarely can be completely anticipated, computer graphics animations are insufficient for
creating a realistic response. Instead the physical behavior of objects needs to be modeled in real-time
during the user-interaction.
Developing real-time algorithms for physically-based modeling of volumetric 3D objects is, therefore,
currently the central problem in surgery simulation research.
Modeling deformation of the patient anatomy has traditionally been accomplished by using surface models
(eg. [8,9]), but recent work on volumetric mass-spring models [6] and Finite Element (FE) models [1,3,7]
have shown that 3D volumetric deformable patient organs can be modeled in real-time.
In [1] Fast Finite Element (FFE) models for linear elastic deformation were proposed for use in surgery
simulation. These models use condensation techniques to reduce the complexity of the system equations
and thereby achieve a considerable speed-up compared to the volumetric models in [3,6,7].
In principle a FFE models with N surface nodes and M interior nodes have the same complexity as the FE
or mass-spring models in [3,6,7] with a total of N interior and surface nodes. The number of interior
nodes in a FFE model do not play any role in the computation, since they are removed using condensation
in a pre-computation step.
This paper discusses real-time simulation of volumetric deformable objects using the 3D solid volumetric
Fast Finite Element models and demonstrate the behavior for a human leg..
2 Theory
The deformation algorithm have been developed using mesh-based 3D Finite Element (FE) models of
linear elastic materials. By using linear elasticity as the basic model we implicitly make a number of
assumptions regarding the physical material that is being modeled. Most importantly linear elastic models
are only valid for very small deformations and strains. They are typically correct for such rigid structures
as metal beams, buildings etc. Although they are used extensively in modeling, the visual result of large
deformation modeling using linear elasticity is seldom satisfactory But when used with FE these models
lead to linear matrix systems Ku f=  which are easy to solve and fast.
2.1 Condensation
The linear matrix system Ku f=  models the behavior of the solid object. This includes both surface
nodes as well as the internal nodes of the model. But for simulation purposes we are usually only
interested in the behavior of the surface nodes since these are the only visible nodes. We, therefore, use
condensation [5] to remove the internal nodes from the matrix equation.
The matrix equation for the condensed problem has the same size as would result from a FE surface
model. But, it is important to understand that it shows exactly the same behavior for the surface nodes as
the original solid volumetric system.
Without loss of generality, let us assume that the nodes of the FE model have been ordered with the
surface nodes first, followed by the internal nodes. Using this ordering we can rewrite the linear system as
a block matrix system (surface / internal):
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From this block matrix system we create a new linear matrix system
 K u fss s s=
which only involves the variables of the surface nodes:
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The displacement of the internal nodes can still be calculated using
u K f K ui ii i is s= −
−1( )
Note, that if no forces are applied to internal nodes, f fs s= .
Generally the new stiffness matrix will be dense rather than sparse as the original system. But, since we
intend to solve the system by inverting the stiffness matrix in the pre-calculation stage, this is not
important. Without loss of generality, we will understand that both the original system and the condensed
system  K u fss s s=  can be used when the following text refers to the original system Ku f= .
2.2 Solving Ku f=  using Selective Matrix Vector Multiplication
Solving the linear matrix system using the inverted stiffness matrix is performed using u K f= −1 . If only
a few positions of the force vector are non-zero, clearly standard matrix vector multiplication would
involve a large number of superfluous multiplications. We note that
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where K *i
−1
 is the i'th column vector of K −1  and f i the i'th element of  f . Since the majority of the
f i are zero, we restrict i to run through only the positions of  f  for which f i ≠ 0  [1]. If n of the N
positions in f  are non-zero this will reduce the complexity to O(n/N) times the time of a normal matrix
vector multiplication. We call this approach Selective Matrix Vector Multiplication (SMVM).
Figure 1. Voxel data from the visible human data set
3 Simulation system
In this section we describe how we generate the FE mesh model of the physical organ, limb etc. is
generated, and show the simulation system which has been implemented.
In addition to a range of simple box-like structures, data from the Visible Human project has been used to
test the algorithms described above.
Since the Visible Human data set is voxel-based (see figure 1) it was necessary to convert it into
a mesh model. To do this, the Mvox software package [2] were first used to manually draw contours on
the boundary of the skin and bone in the voxel data. The Nuages software [4] was then used to create a 3D
tetrahedral mesh model of the leg. The result was the FE mesh model shown in figure 3.
Figure 2. Simulation system implemented using SGI Performer
The simulation system has been implemented on an Silicon Graphics ONYX with four Mips R4400
processors using the SGI Performer graphics library. SGI Performer helps the programmer create parallel
pipe-lining software by providing the basic tools for communication, shared memory etc.
Figure 2 shows a screen dump with the Virtual Operating room environment and the leg lying on the
operating table. Figure 3 shows the surface of the FE mesh shown in the simulator.
Figure 3. Top: Wireframe model  of lower leg in simulator. Bottom: Simulation of pushing on a lower leg.
5 Conclusion
In this paper we have described a method for real-time simulation of elastic deformation of a volumetric
solid based on linear elastic Fast Finite Elements (FFE).
An example using a leg from the Visible Human data set with 700 system nodes (condensed system with
only surface nodes) ran comfortably with a single processor using only 1/3 of a frame (20 frames/second)
when forces were applied to 3 nodes. This included calculation of the deformation and also basic
processing.
We are now in the process of implementing these Fast Finite Element models for use in the DARPA
Abdominal Trauma simulator.
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